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ABSTRACT
Automatically repairing a buggy program is essentially a search problem, searching for code transformations that pass a set of tests. Various search strategies have been explored, but they either navigate the search space in an ad hoc way using heuristics, or systematically but at the cost of limited edit expressiveness in the kinds of supported program edits. In this work, we explore the possibility of systematically navigating the search space without sacrificing edit expressiveness. The key enabler of this exploration is variational execution, a dynamic analysis technique that has been shown to be effective at exploring many similar executions in large search spaces. We evaluate our approach on INTROClassJava and DEFFECTS4J, showing that a systematic search is effective at leveraging and combining fixing ingredients to find patches, including many high-quality patches and multi-edit patches.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging. Error handling and recovery.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We propose a novel search strategy for automated program repair to systematically explore possible repairs in rich search spaces with diverse fixing ingredients, including multi-edit patches. Bugs are pervasive and costly [41] and traditional manual repair is expensive and time-consuming [33]. Automated program repair is a promising idea, aimed at automatically finding patches to a program, such that the program passes all provided tests. Automated program repair has seen significant research attention [27] as well as initial industrial adoption [3, 21].

Automated program repair techniques generate patches for a buggy program to satisfy a given (partial) specification of program behavior, usually provided as a set of tests [18, 20, 25, 27, 44, 45]. A patch typically contains one or more code edits that are generated by instantiating edit templates for different fixing ingredients, similar to how mutation operators are used to generate mutations in mutation testing research. Given a program and its test suite with at least one failing test, repair approaches search for patches such that the test suite passes.

Existing approaches to automatic program repair essentially solve a search problem. The search space is defined by the set of possible edits, e.g., copying code [44, 45] or modifying expressions [8, 18, 25]; it is typically large and grows exponentially if combinations of multiple edits are considered. To navigate such a huge search space, different search strategies have been explored, such as genetic programming [44], guided search using statistical models [20, 45], and program synthesis [8, 15, 25]. There are two keys to solving the search problem, edit expressiveness and search effectiveness. These concerns are in tension, and existing techniques usually prioritize one of them:
We execute the meta-program with variational execution to ob-
serve which combinations of edits (in terms of the Boolean variables
that guard the edits) pass each test, returned as propositional formu-
las, from which we enumerate all patches that pass all tests within
the search space. (4) To identify likely high-quality patches among
all plausible patches, we further filter and rank patches, using heuris-
tics based on their influence on program state and control flow.

We make the following contributions in this work:

• **Heuristics-based approaches** like GenProg [44], PAR [14], and
  CapGen [45] excel at edit expressiveness. They explore a
  large space of potential edits by executing the test suite for
  one patch candidate at a time. This process is well-suited for
  trying many different kinds of edits, including adding and re-
  moving statements [44], mutating expressions [15, 22, 25, 45],
  and edits following specific patterns such as inserting null
  checks [14]. But, as search spaces grow, search effectiveness
typically declines [19].

• **Semantics-based approaches** like Angelix [25] and S3 [15]
  excel at search effectiveness by encoding the search as a syn-
thesis problem [8, 15, 15, 25, 37, 51] (using classic AI search
  techniques focused on pruning infeasible parts quickly, as in
  SAT and SMT [34]) to find expression-level changes that meet
  the constraints collected with program analysis (usu-
  ally symbolic execution) from tests. The synthesis technique
  limits expressiveness and scalability, resulting typically in
  a narrow focus on few kinds of edits, e.g., edits of expres-
sions of boolean and integer types in conditions or assign-
ments [8, 15, 15, 25, 37, 51].

In this work, we pursue higher search effectiveness without sac-
rificing edit expressiveness. Our goal is to perform an efficient sys-
tematic search in a search space of allowing many different kinds
of edits as in heuristics-based approaches. Our key insight is that
repeated test executions for many potential patches are very similar
(as edits tend to be focused in a relatively small part of the trace
as narrowed down by fault localization techniques) and exploiting
those similarities can speed up the search. To exploit test execution
similarity, we use variational execution [1, 26, 29, 47].

Variational execution is a dynamic analysis that executes a pro-
gram for multiple inputs or multiple variants once, sharing the
execution whenever possible, and systematically exploring all al-
ternatives and interactions. Reminiscent of many model checking
strategies, when an edit is encountered, variational execution splits
the execution to compute the program states with and without
the edit. Also, importantly, variational execution then merges ex-
cutions again to execute the rest of the program only once. Con-
ceptually, given a finite search space of edits as fixing ingredients,
a single run of variational execution is equivalent to running all edits and their combinations in isolation. With sufficient sharing,
variational execution often can systematically explore large search
spaces efficiently, as shown in recent work on tracking sensitive in-
formation flow [2, 52], testing highly configurable systems [26, 29],
and finding higher-order mutants [46].

As we will explain in more detail, our approach consists of four
steps, also illustrated in Figure 1: (1) We collect a set of possible ed-
its, similar to traditional heuristics-based techniques. (2) We merge
all collected edits into a meta-program, where all edits are guarded
by if-conditions that control whether to include the edit at runtime.
(3) We execute the meta-program with variational execution to ob-
serve which combinations of edits (in terms of the Boolean variables
that guard the edits) pass each test, returned as propositional formu-
las, from which we enumerate all patches that pass all tests within
the search space. (4) To identify likely high-quality patches among
all plausible patches, we further filter and rank patches, using heuris-
tics based on their influence on program state and control flow.

Figure 2: Incorrect program with suggested 3-edit patch,
simplified from smallest=1b31fa5c-003. Intuitively, Edit 3
makes c the default output, Edit 1 handles cases where a and
b are equal and smallest, and finally Edit 2 checks for cases
where d is the smallest.

We evaluate our approach both with the 297 bugs from Intro-
ClassJava and with 282 bugs from Defects4J. We show that our
approach can fix 107 IntroClassJava bugs and 35 Defects4J bugs,
including many that require edits in multiple locations, can scale
to fairly large programs and search spaces, can generate very large
sets of patches for bugs (up to 32841 correct patches for a single
bug), and can effectively rank correct patches highly.

We make the following contributions in this work:

• We prototype a repair tool named Varex built on top of
  GenProg and VarFix, the state-of-the-art implementation
  of variational execution for Java.
• We demonstrate that it is promising to systematically explore
  large search spaces for program repair using variational
  execution (e.g., fixing 142 out of 579 evaluated bugs).
• We demonstrate the ability to find high-quality patches,
  made possible by a systematic exploration of the search
  space (e.g., generating thousands of correct patches).
• We demonstrate the ability to better find multi-edit patches,
  as a key benefit of the more efficient search strategy (e.g.,
  finding hundreds of patches that require 3 edits).
• We demonstrate the benefit of enumerating and ranking
  many plausible patches over just reporting the first one found
  in terms of improved patch quality (e.g., ranking the correct
  patch in top 10 in 23 out of 24 cases).

2 REPAIR CHALLENGES

We use an example to discuss limitations of existing work and
benefits of our approach. In Figure 2, we show a buggy program
taken from IntroClassJava and a patch found by our approach.
The program should output the smallest of four inputs. Due to the
use of incorrect relational operators, it fails if the smallest number
appears more than once in the inputs. Our patch consists of three
edits: two modify operators in Boolean expressions, while the third
inserts a statement taken from the existing code. For the same
program, other patches can be found, all requiring multiple edits.

2.1 Edit Expressiveness vs. Search Effectiveness

The success of existing program repair techniques largely depends
on the balance between edit expressiveness and search effectiveness,
which affects their ability to fix programs like our example.
Heuristics-Based Repair. Heuristics-based approaches usually can experiment with many different kinds of edits, including the statement and expression changes in Figure 2. For example, GenProg [17, 44] can add/replace/delete statements in the original program, such as Edit 3 in Figure 2; JMutRepair [22] uses classic mutation operators to tweak existing expressions, such as Edits 1–2 in our example; others specialize edits for certain classes of faults, such as patterns mined from human patches and patterns for common mistakes used in PAR [14], SPR [18] and Prophet [20]. Overall, the community is moving toward increasingly larger search spaces of edits.

The larger the space of possible fixing ingredients, the more challenging the search for a patch [19]. Even just executing tests for single-edit patches can take a long time and a systematic exploration of multi-edit patches is usually not considered feasible. Instead, existing approaches largely rely on different heuristic search, such as random search [32], genetic programming [17, 44], deterministic heuristic traversal of single-edits [43], and probabilistic exploration favoring certain kinds of edits, possibly informed by distributions of human patches [18, 20, 45]. Mechtaev et al. [23] divide individual fixing ingredients into test-equivalence classes to reduce test execution cost and thus improve search efficiency of existing repair techniques. None of the current approaches can systematically explore larger search spaces, and current search heuristics often do not work well for multi-edit patches (e.g., fitness functions in genetic programming cannot well recognize partial correctness in multi-edit patches); it is possible but unlikely that they find the right combinations of the three edits in our motivating example. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that existing search strategies perform worse in larger search spaces, generating fewer correct patches due to timeout or stopping with plausible but ultimately incorrect patches [19].

Semantics-Based Repair. Semantics-based approaches can effectively explore search spaces by delegating the search to program synthesis techniques, but they usually restrict themselves to small edits at the expression level (e.g., tweaking Boolean expressions in if conditions) to make program synthesis tractable. Edit expressiveness is mainly restricted by the scalability of constraint solvers and the types of theory they can reason about [15]. Thus, existing approaches are unlikely to find patches for our motivating example, because (1) statement level changes are not supported and (2) synthesizing multiple expression-level changes in different locations poses a scalability challenge for synthesis, especially for large programs in practice. For example, DirectFix needs to symbolically execute the whole program under repair to synthesize edits at multiple locations [24]; Angelix mitigates this issue by applying symbolic execution exclusively to a few suspicious expressions, but requires buggy locations to be physically close [25]. S3 essentially repairs each buggy location separately, putting more pressure on the underlying program synthesizer [15].

2.2 Open Challenges

Several open challenges of automatic program repair boil down to maintaining a good balance between edit expressiveness and search effectiveness. Our approach strives for a balance by pursuing a more systematic search within a search space of more expressive edits. In the following, we discuss some open challenges our approach can potentially shed light on:

General-Purpose Repair. Usually, the more expressive edits are supported, the larger the search space becomes, and the more difficult it becomes to explore that search space systematically. Approaches with more expressive edits have the theoretical ability to repair more bugs, but may find it harder to find actual repairs in practice. Our approach can easily integrate different kinds of edits, just like heuristics-based approaches, promising high edit expressiveness. It then enables an efficient search among a finite number of edits and their interactions, more similar to test execution in heuristics-based approaches, without being limited by the capabilities of synthesis approaches.

Multi-Edit Repair. Recent empirical studies suggest that making multiple edits is common when developers fix bugs [12, 54], but automatically generating multi-edit patches remains challenging. In theory, many repair approaches can find multi-edit patches. In practice, they struggle with finding them because techniques do not explore edit interactions systematically and do not have a good way of judging partial correctness that may help to guide the search for multiple fixing ingredients. Our approach can explore interactions among multiple edits systematically (up to a configurable bound), ensuring that, if our search terminates, we can identify all available multi-edit patches within a given search space.

Patch Quality. The research community has identified the tendency of program repair to produce low-quality patches that pass all provided tests, but do not generalize beyond them, as a key challenge [27, 38]. We follow the typical distinction between plausible patches as those that pass all tests and correct patches that meet the intended specification (typically not easily available, and may require human judgement). Long and Rinard [19] found that plausible patches often starkly outnumber correct patches, making automated repair possibly less useful, especially those techniques that simply report the first identified plausible patch. Recent work primarily focuses on anti-patterns to skip low quality patches [40] or on tweaking search strategies to prioritize edits that are less likely to overfit [49]. In contrast, we use a different strategy of embracing a rich and diverse edit space, then enumerating all plausible patches within the search space, but adding a final filtering and ranking step to suggest those patches that are likely of higher quality. In line with prior suggestions [19, 49], our ranking step uses information beyond just the test suite to evaluate patch quality, and additionally compares the severity of data and control-flow changes for the enumerated plausible patches. Ranking patches from a large pool of plausible patches provides a more promising way of identifying high-quality patches than simply returning the first plausible patch (as in heuristics-based approaches) or the smallest plausible patch (as in semantics-based approaches).

3 META-PROGRAM GENERATION

The first part of our approach (cf. Figure 1, Steps 1 and 2) is to generate a large set of edits and combine them into a single meta-program, where each edit is guarded by a control-flow condition. With this encoding, we can later use variational execution to efficiently run the tests across all combinations of edits. The edits in the meta-program define the (finite) search space of patches.
if \((a < b \land a < c \land a < d)\) {
  smallest = a;
} else if \((b \leq c \land b \leq d)\) {
  smallest = b;
} else if \((c < a \land c < b)\) {
  smallest = c;
} else if \((d < a \land d < b \land d < c)\) {
  smallest = d;
} else {
  smallest = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
}

While the approach is simple and flexible, supporting many different edits, there are two technical challenges in the implementation: First, putting too many edits into a single Java method can exceed size limits of Java bytecode. We refactored a few gigantic Java methods (e.g., more than 800 lines of code) in some of the tests for every edit combination separately. Adopting variational execution raises search effectiveness because, with it, we can explore the search space in an efficient and comprehensive way, rather than checking one patch at a time.

4 SYSTEMATIC SEARCH

4.1 Background on Variational Execution

Variational execution can be seen as a specialized form of symbolic execution or model checking that aggressively joins state and that limits symbolic inputs to those with finite domains (usually Boolean values). For the purpose of this paper, a mental model of symbolic execution will provide a close-enough approximation of how the approach works. Given that we largely reuse variational execution as an off-the-shelf black-box technique, we will only provide a quick overview, and refer interested readers to existing literature for a more in-depth explanation and formalization [1, 26, 29, 47].

Using variational execution, we execute the test suite of a meta-program with the test suite’s concrete inputs, but with symbolic values for all Boolean variables introduced in the meta-program to guard the edits to be explored (e.g., \(e_1, e_2\) in Fig. 3). Variational execution will execute a test normally with concrete values until it hits a decision that depends on an a symbolic value (representing an edit), where it explores both branches. After exploring both branches under corresponding symbolic path conditions, variational execution joins the state again to execute subsequent statements only once, while representing state differences as if-then-else expressions. For example, \(x = e_1 ? (e_2 ? 2 : 9) : 1\) represents concrete value 1, 2 or 9 depending on whether edits \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) were selected. When the execution hits an assertion, we can derive a propositional formula describing the set of assignments to symbolic values (i.e., the set of edit combinations) that violate the assertion; for example, \(\neg x > 5\) fails under condition \(\neg e_1 \lor e_2\). Similarly, we can record the path condition when an exception is thrown. That is, for each test execution, we can collect the set of edit combinations for which the test passes as a propositional formula, without having to execute the test for every edit combination separately.

If edits interact too much, variational execution can run into the same state explosion problem as other analysis techniques;
the key question is whether the program repair problem contains sufficient sharing to make variational execution feasible. The key insight in using variational execution is that most test executions are similar or even identical when edits modify the buggy program. Many edits have only minor and local effects on control flow and program state of some test executions, and most computations are the same or similar independent of whether an edit is applied. Variational execution exploits those sharing opportunities among many similar executions with minor differences, regarding both data flow and control flow. But, it also systematically explores all interactions among options if they lead to state differences. Note that variational execution is unusually aggressive in how it always merges all program state at the level of variables and fields after each statement, helped by its restriction to finite search spaces. Similar state merging techniques have also been discussed and adopted for model checking and symbolic execution (e.g., [36, 42]), achieving significant improvement over conventional state merging.

### 4.2 Using Variational Execution to Find Plausible Patches

To identify which combinations of edits can pass all tests and fix the buggy program, we execute each test for the meta-program (with symbolic values representing all edits) and capture for each test the passing condition, a propositional formula compactly describing the combinations of edits for which the test passes. Any combination of edits that meets the passing conditions of all tests represents a plausible patch. To enumerate all plausible patches, we use a SAT solver or BDD to enumerate all solutions that satisfy the conjunction of all passing conditions.

For example, in Figure 3, \( \text{assert smallest(1, 2, 3, 4) == 1} \) passes under condition \( \text{true} \), meaning that the test passes without any edits and no edit breaks the test either. However, the second test \( \text{assert smallest(1, 1, 1, 1) == 1} \) passes under condition \( e_3 \), meaning that it can pass only when Edit 3 is applied, independent of the other edits. Finally, the conjoint passing condition for the whole test suite is \( e_1 \land e_2 \land e_3 \), suggesting that we need all three edits to fix the program.

If variational execution and the SAT solver terminate, we have explored the entire given search space of patches. We can be sure that we will have found all edit combinations that pass the test suite and no additional ones. If the joint passing condition is unsatisfiable, we know that there is no edit combination in the search space that passes all tests—that is, we simply do not have the right fixing ingredients to patch the program.

### 4.3 Implementation and Limitations

We use VarexC, a state-of-the-art variational execution engine for Java developed in prior work [47]. In practice, especially for large search spaces that contain thousands of edits, we still often experience slow executions and executions that do not terminate within time budget due to state space explosion. To address these, we made several adjustments to make it better fit the characteristics of program repair problems, usually by focusing the search on smaller spaces. We name our overall repair tool VarFix.

**Early termination.** We use variational execution to execute test cases one at a time (with all edit combinations), but prioritizing test cases that the original buggy program fails. After each test execution, we check if there exist any combinations that can pass the tests executed so far, and continue to the next test only if there remain solutions in the search space. This way, we can often terminate the search early, knowing that no combination of the edits in the meta program will pass all tests.

**Bounded search.** While variational execution can conceptually explore all possible interactions within the search space, doing so may be expensive when many edits interact. In addition, patches that combine more than a few edits may be too complex to be useful. We extended VarexC to (optionally) bound the search space to limit the number of individual edits in a patch. Technically, we simply prune states and execution paths that are only feasible with more than \( n \) activated edits. Note that we still systematically explore all edit combinations within the bound.

**Partitioning edits.** Orthogonal to bounding the degree of interactions, we can also explore interactions among fewer edits. We implement an option to partition the edits, considering at most \( n \) edits and their interactions at a time. The partition strategy can be customized, including random (default) or partition by location or fault-localization suspiciousness. Within each partition, we still explore interactions among edits, but we would not detect patches that require combinations of edits from different partitions, thus may miss patches that would be feasible in the larger search space.

**Fast mode.** We noticed that variational execution spends a lot of time exploring exception handling paths (e.g., division by zero), which is expensive in VarexC [47]. While successful patches might conceivably involve throwing and catching exceptions, we (optionally) prune those execution paths where exceptions are thrown due to one or more edits. Note that we may miss patches due to this optimization, unless we explore the pruned paths later. This optimization is similar to how S3 uses symbolic execution to run failure-free execution paths [15].

**Limitations.** Similar to symbolic execution, variational execution needs to handle the environment barrier when interacting with an external runtime environment, for example, via I/O and native method calls. This issue can typically be mitigated with engineering effort, such as implementing model classes to mimic behavior of the environment [47]. As a research prototype, VarexC provides model classes for many common APIs, but not for all; hence we performed minor refactoring in some of the Closure programs to use functionally equivalent model classes that VarexC already supports, such as replacing **StringWriter** with **StringBuilder**.

In some systems we still observed a small number of tests that we could not execute without investing significant engineering effort. Here we adopted a hybrid strategy: First, we collect passing conditions from all tests we can execute with variational execution, skipping the problematic ones. Second, we execute the skipped tests normally without variational execution for all edit combinations that pass the joint pass condition to see whether they fail any of the skipped tests. This way, variational execution significantly prunes the search space, but some final exploration remains limited to executing the remaining tests one patch candidate at a time.
Finally, edits often introduce infinite loops in some execution paths. Since we do not want to terminate the test case for all executions, we prune execution paths that exceed an upper limit for the number of executed basic blocks in a method or a maximal stack height.

5 PATCH FILTERING AND RANKING

With variational execution, we can enumerate all plausible patches in a search space, often finding large numbers of plausible patches that can pass all tests. However, not all patches generalize well beyond the test suite. Our approach opens new opportunities to try to identify higher-quality patches among a pool of plausible patches, rather than simply returning the first patch found. We demonstrate the benefits of this strategy with a simple filtering and ranking strategy, that can easily be extended in future work.

Filtering by patch minimization. For every plausible patch, we often find additional patches with a superset of edits. This often happens when some edits are needed to pass the tests, and other edits can be added that do not influence the test outcome or are not even executed by the tests. The extra changes may fix issues for inputs not tested by the test suite, may break behavior for inputs not tested, or may simply be behavior-preserving for all possible inputs—we have no way of telling. Patch quality is often measured with held-out tests in academic evaluations [15, 28, 38] or by comparing against another oracle, but neither of those is available in practical settings.

In a patch minimization step, we filter all patches for which we found another patch with a strict subset of edits. That is, we remove all edits that are not necessary for passing all tests. This way, we avoid showing many similar patches with the same core edits to developers and we generally favor shorter patches. This is conceptually equivalent to patch minimization using delta debugging in the original GenProg implementation [44].

Patch ranking. Since all plausible patches are indistinguishable from the test suite’s perspective (i.e., all tests pass for all plausible patches), we need to judge patch quality using other information [19]. Our solution is inspired by insights from Xiong et al. [49], who observed that a correct patch should have little effect on passing tests (in terms of similarity between execution traces), but should cause failing tests to behave differently. A side benefit from variational execution is that we can easily track rich information about differences between executions, by tracking path conditions and conditions that describe state differences. Note that variational execution is not essential here, just convenient; such information could conceptually also be collected with other tools as in the work of Xiong et al. [49].

In a nutshell, we compute a distance between the unpatched and the patched program. We experimented with five different distance measures. In addition to two static edit-distance measures, (1) number of AST transformations measured with GumTree [10] and (2) number of characters changed measured with Levenshtein distance, we measure the difference between a test’s execution on the original unpatched program and the test’s execution on the patched program: (3) frequency with which we assign different values in statements that change program state, (4) frequency of different branches taken at control-flow statements, and (5) differences in terms of executed lines. For the last three measures, we aggregate distances across tests similar to Xiong et al. [49], adding the maximum distance among all previously passing test and the average distance of all previously failing tests, with the intuition that large changes even to a single passing test are undesirable, whereas larger changes to failing tests are sometimes expected. We rank all patches by distance, reporting those patches with the smallest distance between patched and unpatched programs first. A detailed description of the distance computations can be found in the supplementary material.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluate our approach along multiple dimensions. First, central to any automatic program repair tool is its ability to identify patches, so we measure repair effectiveness in terms of the number and the quality of repaired bugs:

RQ1: How effective our approach is in finding patches within a large search space of fixing ingredients?

RQ2: To what extent do our generated patches overfit to the provided tests?

Our approach should benefit from increased edit expressiveness without suffering much in terms of search effectiveness and easily incorporate more fixing ingredients, hence:

RQ3: To what extent can our approach make use of different kinds of fixing ingredients?

Another key benefit of a systematic search in a rich space of fixing ingredients is the ability to find multi-edit patches. We expect to find more multi-edit patches than prior approaches:

RQ4: How effective is our work in generating multi-edit patches?

Finally, enumerating all plausible patches opens new opportunities for selecting high-quality patches from a pool of many plausible patches, hence:

RQ5: How effective is our patch ranking?

Where available, we compare our results with the state-of-the-art approaches by taking numbers verbatim from prior work, because reproducing previous results can be expensive and time-consuming [7]. Experimental conditions of prior work (e.g., fault localization and edit templates used) are different so numbers should be compared with care. We report numbers from existing work nonetheless to put our approach into context. Our experiment setup and evaluation data are publicly available in the supplementary material.

6.1 Experimental Setup

While the specific experimental design differs between research questions, all research questions are evaluated on the same set of 579 bugs and with the same generated meta-programs.

Bugs analyzed. To enable comparison with other approaches, we build our evaluation on 579 bugs in eight subject systems from two commonly used benchmarks, characterized in Table 1. Each bug consists of an implementation and a test suite in which at least one test fails. The two benchmarks have very different characteristics, allowing us to triangulate the evaluation results.
We limit our evaluation to the two largest subject systems in the variational execution engine would allow us to repair more bugs. We encountered technical issues with 98 out of 282 bugs available in the datasets. 

### Table 1: Evaluation subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Test LOC</th>
<th>#Bugs</th>
<th>#Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>median of 3 integers</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smallest</td>
<td>smallest of 4 integers</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digits</td>
<td>digits of an integer</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade</td>
<td>compute letter grade</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checksum</td>
<td>checksum of a string</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syllables</td>
<td>count syllables</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>math library</td>
<td>85k</td>
<td>19k</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>3,602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure</td>
<td>JavaScript compiler</td>
<td>90k</td>
<td>83k</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>7,927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LOC for IntroClassJava are counted using SLOCCount and averaged over all bugs. LOC for Defects4J are taken from the original work [12]. #Bugs denote the total number of bugs available in the datasets. #Tests denotes the number of test cases.

The first set of subject systems, drawn from the IntroClassJava benchmark [9], is derived from student solutions to assignments in an introductory programming course [38]. The small size of these programs minimizes the impact of fault localization and allows us to comprehensively evaluate our approach under different experimental conditions; the simplicity of these programs also allows us to often evaluate correctness of patches formally.

To evaluate our approach at a more realistic scale, we also analyze 282 bugs from the Math and Closure open-source projects in the Defects4J benchmark [12], broadly used in repair research to evaluate effectiveness and scalability on real bugs [4, 11, 35, 48]. We limit our evaluation to the two largest subject systems in the dataset, to balance between ability to compare to other reported results and required engineering effort (wrt. environment barrier, see Section 4.3) and evaluation cost.

**Meta-Program Generation.** To reduce nondeterminism and computational effort, we generate one meta-program for each buggy program and use it consistently in all experiments. We use all eight edit templates (Section 3) and repeatedly apply edit templates at all locations identified by the fault localization technique. In programs with very large numbers of possible edits, we generate edits randomly until we reach 500 edits for IntroClassJava programs and 5000 for the larger Defects4J programs. Generated edits are then compiled individually and only compilable ones are merged into the meta-program.

**Threats to validity.** We encountered technical issues with 98 out of 282 Defects4J bugs, mostly due to unsupported API calls—a challenge shared by semantics-based tools and research prototypes of analysis tools in general, that can be addressed with more engineering effort (cf. Sec. 4.3). Although VarFix did not produce any results for these bugs, we do not exclude these bugs when we report numbers from prior work. We conjecture that a more mature variational execution engine would allow us to repair more bugs.

Randomness might affect several components of our experiment, such as generating meta-programs, sampling edits for variational execution, and genetic search of GenProg. To limit the impact of randomness, we intentionally generate a large pool of applicable edits when we generate meta-programs. We also take different samples or seeds when applicable.

As with all existing approaches, our approach is evaluated on a limited number of bugs and thus results must be generalized with care. We expect that overfitting to the benchmark [7] is less of an issue as we only use generic edit templates and focus on search effectiveness.

#### 6.2 RQ1 (Effectiveness) & RQ2 (Patch Quality)

The first obvious questions are how many bugs we can fix and how good those patches are.

**Experiment Setup: Finding Patches (RQ1).** We run our approach on each subject’s meta-program for up to 3 hours for IntroClassJava and 6 hours for Defects4J, in line with recent prior work [7, 11, 35].

With this time budget, variational execution would typically not be able to explore all combinations of edits, hence we carefully set a number of options to limit the search discussed in Section 4.3. We run multiple experiments with increasingly larger bounds until we reach the time limit. For IntroClassJava, we bound the search to combinations of at most 3 edits (cf. Sec. 4.3) for programs without loops; in programs with loops (which are often copied by edits), so we start with a bound of 2, and continue with 3 if there is time left. For Math and Closure, where loops and recursions are common, we start with bound 1 and all edits, then explore combinations of 500 randomly selected edits at a time with bound 2, and finally combinations of 300 edits with bound 3. We continue sampling in restricted edit spaces until the time limit is reached.

We experimentally compare our approach directly to GenProg’s genetic-programming-based search strategy (which still provides a competitive baseline despite 10 years of program-repair research [4, 11, 15, 35, 45, 48, 51, 53]), executing tests against one patch at a time. For fairness, we exclude edit generation and compilation and run tests against the same meta-program. We configure GenProg to run up to 20 and 40 seeds for IntroClassJava and Defects4J subjects respectively with the same 3h and 6h time limits and record all patches found within the time limit rather than stopping after the first plausible patch.

To complement the effectiveness comparison, we additional compare efficiency by measuring the time it takes to generate the first plausible patch. We configured GenProg to search more efficiently by sampling 10% of the provided tests when validating patch candidates. Only when all the tests in the sample pass will GenProg continue validation with the rest of the tests.

We set up the experiments in Docker containers and ran all performance measurement on Amazon Fargate. Each Fargate instance has 2 vCPU and 16 GB of RAM. Altogether, the experiments for RQ1 took more than 5000 hours of CPU time.

For other repair approaches, we report previous findings from the literature gathered on the same subjects with similar setups [4, 11, 35, 45, 48]. While not directly comparable, this provides a reasonable context, without having to invest enormous additional computational resources.

**Experiment Setup: Evaluating Patch Quality (RQ2).** To measure patch quality, we aim to distinguish plausible patches that pass the test suite (i.e., all results found by repair approaches) from correct patches that actually meet the program specification (if available) and would pass all possible tests. Since correctness is often difficult
to establish, we adopt the common notion of generalizable patches that additionally pass a high-quality held-out test suite which was not available to the repair approach—a pragmatic approach to evaluate patch quality common in repair research [15, 28, 38]. We use a best effort approach to identify high-quality patches among all plausible patches, judging correctness where feasible and generalizability otherwise.

For IntroClassJava, the specifications are simple enough that we can verify patch correctness formally via symbolic execution for most of the bugs. We implemented a small symbolic-execution engine to verify equivalence between a patched program and a reference solution, considering only correct patches as high-quality patches. For the digits subject, the frequent use of loops prevents full verification, so we consider only symbolic inputs in the \([-100, 100]\) range and classify programs that are behaviorally equivalent to a reference solution for those inputs as high-quality patches. For three syllables and checksum bugs where advanced language features prevented verification, we do not attempt to identify high-quality patches.

For Defects4J, verification is infeasible, so we follow the standard practice to use an additional held-out test suite [15, 28, 38]. We reuse existing high-quality held-out tests that were previously generated for evaluating patch quality [28] and classify a patch as a high-quality patch if it passes all held-out tests. For 5 patched bugs, we were not able to acquire held-out tests, but instead manually examined each generated patch and classify it as high-quality only if it is syntactically or semantically close to the developer patch. We use the term semantically close to conservatively refer to cases where programs are behaviorally similar but not strictly semantically equivalent. One example is Math-50—while the developer patch contains a code snippet that is unlikely to affect program state.

Results. VarFix is effective at finding high-quality patches in all subject systems. For IntroClassJava, it significantly outperforms all other approaches on the number of bugs for which it finds plausible and high-quality patches, see Table 2 for details. VarFix did not attempt repairing 38 out of 297 bugs that do not pass any provided test, because fault localization (inherited from GenProg) fails. As expected, bugs repaired by VarFix are a strict superset of those repaired by GenProg in the same search space. Importantly, VarFix produces high-quality patches for 40 bugs that no other approach fixed.

For the much larger subjects in Defects4J, we observe similar patterns though fewer patched bugs overall, shown in Table 3. VarFix again strictly outperforms GenProg for searching in the same search space in terms of bugs fixed with plausible and high-quality patches; the effect is larger for Closure because the larger test suite slows down GenProg’s search more. Other approaches often repair a similar number or slightly more bugs, likely because recent work uses more diverse or more tailored fixing ingredients. For example, Hercules can fix Math-24 by inserting a method call that is absent from the buggy source file, a fixing ingredient not available in our evaluated implementation. In all cases where VarFix fails to produce any patches, it is because VarFix exceeds the time budget at higher search bounds (148 bugs) or because of technical limitations of the variational execution engine (98 bugs, cf. Sec. 4.3). Importantly, VarFix can uniquely fix 7 bugs with high-quality patches (4 for Math and 3 for Closure) not fixed by any other approaches. We observed that VarFix can repair bugs that existing approaches did not fix because our search space is more expressive (i.e., we do not restrict the types of edits) and our search is systematic with regard to the given search space (i.e., we do not use heuristics to traverse the space). Interestingly, manual verification of the 35 fixed bugs showed that VarFix found the actual developer
patch among all the patches in all the 9 cases where the needed fixing ingredients were in the search space (in the other 26 cases, the exact ingredients were not in the search space because of inaccurate fault localization and limited edit templates).

In addition to patching more bugs than GenProg, VarFix also finds vastly more plausible and high-quality patches per bug, often more than 1000 patches per program and still dozens of patches after minimization, as summarized in Tables 4 and 5 (for details on individual bugs see supplementary material). This shows not only plausible, but also high-quality patches are abundant, both for tiny programs like the ones in IntroClassJava and larger ones in Defects4J (in contrast to prior observations that found many plausible but only few high-quality patches [19], possibly caused by a less efficient search strategy).

In terms of search efficiency, VarFix tends to take slightly more time than GenProg to find the first patch for IntroClassJava, as shown in Figure 4. However, VarFix can often find many more plausible patches at the same time as opposed to one at a time for GenProg. For Defects4J, VarFix can search more efficiently than GenProg because the overhead of variational execution is offset by larger search spaces and more expensive test executions when fixing bugs in large programs.

Overall, VarFix’s more effective search strictly outperforms GenProg in the same search space; it significantly outperforms prior work on IntroClassJava and can uniquely fix 7 Defects4J bugs. It is effective not only at finding plausible patches, but also at identifying high-quality patches. Search efficiency of VarFix is on par with GenProg despite a more heavyweight search, the cost of which can be offset in large repair problems.

6.3 RQ3 (Fixing Ingredients)

To demonstrate VarFix’s ability to incorporate and take advantage of different fixing ingredients, we explore its ability to fix bugs with different ingredients.

Experiment Setup. We conduct two separate experiments: (1) For IntroClassJava bugs, we compare VarFix’s ability to find patches with different fixing ingredients. Specifically, we compare the results from RQ1 which used eight edit templates, with a separate trial where only a subset of the edit templates was available, namely the three original edit templates of GenProg that append, replace, and delete statements. (2) For Defects4J bugs, we do not repeat the entire experiment due to high computational costs, but instead investigate whether failure to fix bugs can be explained by missing fixing ingredients. To this end, we randomly selected 10 multi-edit bugs that have not been fixed by any prior work (characteristics shown in Tab. 6) and manually enhanced the meta-programs with fixing ingredients of the developer’s patch. We specifically select multi-edit bugs that need two or three edits to demonstrate the ability to fix even challenging bugs when the fixing ingredients are available. In both experiments, we run VarFix and GenProg otherwise with the same settings as in RQ1 (same timeouts, maximum edits considered, search bounds, etc).

Results. As expected, our results in Table 4 (columns Bug pl/hq) confirm that VarFix can fix more bugs when more fixing ingredients are available, whereas GenProg benefits from additional fixing ingredients to a much lesser degree. For example, VarFix can fix 23 instead of just 7 bugs when given more ingredients, whereas GenProg improves only from 7 to 13; moreover, GenProg actually fixes fewer smallest bugs when more ingredients were available, indicating that search in a larger space is not necessarily more effective. If comparing the number of patches found, rather than the number of bugs fixed, we see more variance and fewer consistent trends. We conjecture that, using more edit templates can increase the likelihood of a bug being fixed, but can also decrease the number of patches if certain important fixing ingredients are squeezed out of the search space because of bounds on edit combinations and the maximum number of edits considered, where some edits may squeeze out others.

Our experiments with manually injected fixing ingredients in 10 challenging multi-edit Defects4J bugs show that VarFix can find the developer patch within the search space for all 10 bugs even when the needed edits span multiple methods and classes, whereas GenProg can only fix 5 of those bugs within the same time limit, as shown in Table 6. Interestingly, VarFix found patches that contain fewer edits than the developer patch for 4 bugs and patches that only use some of the developer ingredients for 2 bugs, suggesting that developer patches sometimes contain edits that are not necessary to pass all tests and that parts of developer patches can be sometimes swapped out for other ingredients, i.e., one does not need to have the exact ingredients in the search space.

In summary, we find that VarFix can effectively make use of extra fixing ingredients in the search space, whereas the traditional search strategy in GenProg more easily misses patches when searching in larger search spaces.

6.4 RQ4 (Multi-Edit)

To understand the importance of VarFix’s ability to find multi-edit patches, we break down found patches by the number of edits.

Experiment Setup. For each bug that VarFix can fix with high-quality patches in RQ1, we recorded the minimum number of edits needed for each found high-quality patch. We also count the total number of patches grouped by their number of edits after filtering down to minimized patches (cf. Sec. 5).

Results. While many bugs can be fixed with a single edit, the number of bugs that can be fixed with high-quality patches increases significantly if we search for combinations of up to three edits, from 28 to 64 in IntroClassJava and from 13 to 17 in Defects4J, as shown in Tables 5 and 7. Many of the IntroClassJava bugs that only VarFix can fix require multiple edits, which explains why VarFix can fix significantly more bugs than existing approaches (cf. Tab. 2). For many IntroClassJava bugs, we actually find a much larger number of (minimized) multi-edit patches than single-edit patches. Code examples of generated multi-edit patches are available in the supplementary material.

Overall, we find that VarFix’s search is effective at finding patches with multiple edits and that this ability helps to fix more bugs.

6.5 RQ5 (Patch Ranking)

Finally, we explore VarFix’s ability to filter and rank patches to suggest high-quality patches in a large pool of plausible patches.
Table 4: Number of patches generated for IntroClass using eight edit templates versus three edit templates (eight templates / three templates)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Bug*p</th>
<th>Bug*hp</th>
<th>Pl</th>
<th>Mini-Pl</th>
<th>HQ</th>
<th>Mini-HQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>32/28</td>
<td>23/7</td>
<td>3261/1944</td>
<td>42/34</td>
<td>3222/1537</td>
<td>23/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smallest</td>
<td>38/30</td>
<td>15/4</td>
<td>2423/3908</td>
<td>102/310</td>
<td>219/1908</td>
<td>7/44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digits</td>
<td>30/12</td>
<td>22/8</td>
<td>280/135</td>
<td>9/10</td>
<td>238/164</td>
<td>6/9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade</td>
<td>4/0</td>
<td>4/0</td>
<td>102/0</td>
<td>4/0</td>
<td>99/0</td>
<td>4/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checksum-1</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syllables</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>105/12</td>
<td>7/12</td>
<td>-/-</td>
<td>-/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each cell contains two numbers: the left number uses all eight edit templates and the right number uses only three edit templates. Numbers on the right will be discussed in RQ3 (Fixing Ingredients).

Table 5: Number of patches generated for Math and Closure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Dev</th>
<th>Plausible Patches</th>
<th>High-Quality Patches</th>
<th>#Edits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math-5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-22</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-24</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-28</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-29</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-35</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-40</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-49</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-50</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-53</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-56</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-62</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-65</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-70</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-73</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-80</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-81</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-82</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-84</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-85</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-88</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-95</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-96</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-13</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-19</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-21</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-22</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-62</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-63</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-66</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-73</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-86</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-126</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-161</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiment Setup. We experiment with IntroClassJava patches found in RQ1, skipping Defects4J patches, because in most cases there are too patch candidates to make ranking interesting or necessary.

Table 6: Analyzed bugs with manually encoded fixing ingredients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Edits</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>VarFix</th>
<th>GenProg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-52</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-83</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-86</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closure-75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Edits denotes the number edits in the developer patch, Methods the number of methods modified, and Classes the number of classes modified in the developer patch.

Table 7: VarpFix patches for IntroClassJava by number of edits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Bug*p</th>
<th>Patched By</th>
<th>Minim. High-Qual. Patches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>187 432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smallest</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>106 915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>digits</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>989 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grade</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>108 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all IntroClassJava patches found in RQ1, we compare the number of patches before and after minimization. Subsequently, we rank the minimized patches to measure where high-quality patches are ranked. Among the 64 bugs with at least one high-quality patch, we analyze the 24 bugs that have at least one plausible but incorrect patch, because ranking a pool of all high-quality patches is not interesting. We report the position of the highest-ranked high-quality patch. We report ranking results separately for the 5 ranking criteria introduced in Section 5.

Results. As expected the number of minimized patches is much smaller than the number of all patches found, often by two orders of magnitude, as shown in Table 4. Interestingly, patch minimization reduced patch quality for a few patches, where the test suite still passes after removing an edit from a high-quality patch, but that...
reduced patch no longer generalizes. That is, an edit is needed to repair the bug that is indistinguishable from the test suite’s perspective. Given that these cases are very rare, we expect that the benefits of having orders of magnitude fewer patch candidates outweigh the rare drawback of losing a correct patch through minimization.

While none of our ranking heuristics can reliably rank high-quality patches always in the first position, some heuristics can rank high-quality patches in the top 10 patches for most bugs and even within the top 5 patches for many. Ranking based on comparing executed statements, similar to prior work [49], seems to be the most promising ranking strategy. While more research on patch ranking is needed (potentially exploring other measures and combinations of measures), we argue that having to inspect 5 to 10 patches among hundreds (or thousands if not minimized) is a promising starting point for a practical setting.

In summary, filtering by minimization reduces the number of plausible patches by orders of magnitude without much loss in quality and patch ranking can usually report correct patches among the 10 highest-ranked results.

7 RELATED WORK

We already discussed general trends and tradeoffs in program repair in Section 2, focusing on pros and cons of different search strategies. A recent comprehensive survey [27] provides an excellent overview of the field. Here, we focus on details related to technical considerations of our approach.

Patch quality. The tendency of automated repair approaches to overfit patches to the test suite has received extensive attention [15, 27, 38]. There is little agreement on how to best measure patch quality or correctness. Commonly patches are compared against developer patches [11, 18, 25, 35, 45], but our results show that there are often many different patches for a bug that are all semantically equivalent but often syntactically different from the developer patch. Another common strategy is to evaluate patches with held-out tests [15, 28, 38], which we adopt in this work for patches we cannot formally verify against a reference implementation.

Multi-edit patches. Empirical studies of developer patches have shown that multi-edit patches are common [12, 54]. As discussed, while most repair approaches can theoretically find multi-edit patches, they often struggle to find them in large search spaces.

We are aware of only two approaches that specifically target this problem: Angelix can target multiple suspicious expressions at the same time by using symbolic execution to capture inter-location dependencies as constraints, but often require multiple suspicious locations to be close for symbolic execution to be effective [25]. Hercules exploits the fact that similar code changes are often made to similar locations (termed sibling relationship) to pro-actively derive similar edits at multiple locations at the same time [35]. In contrast, when variational execution succeeds, our approach can efficiently search for multi-edit changes even if the locations are scattered and ingredients are different.

Patch ranking. Many existing program repair approaches guide the search to favor certain kinds of patches, prioritizing those that are more likely to pass all tests, or have higher quality [5, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 25, 44, 45]. To rank patch candidates, existing approaches exploit different information, such as the number of passing and failing tests [17, 44], syntactic and semantic distance to the original program [5, 15, 24, 25], and probabilistic models learnt from existing human patches [16, 20, 45, 50]. In contrast, we rank plausible patches after the search instead of ranking patch candidates during the search. We additionally use runtime information from test executions for ranking and show that it outperforms edit-distance based measures.

Closest to our ranking approach, JAID also finds multiple plausible patches and rank them, but based on fault localization suspiciousness [4]. Our ranking strategy is inspired by Xiong et al. [49] who attempt to classify whether found patches are correct by comparing their execution traces.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Existing approaches to automatic program repair essentially solve a search problem in which a trade-off is made between edit expressiveness and search effectiveness. While most existing work prioritizes one or the other, our work uses variational execution to effectively navigate a large search space of diverse fixing ingredients. We evaluate our work on IntroClassJava and Defects4J, showing that systematically exploring the search space of program repair has numerous benefits comparing to prior work, including effectively leveraging fixing ingredients to fix more bugs, systematically finding more high-quality patches and multi-edit patches, and comprehensively revealing dynamic information that is useful for distinguishing high-quality patches from a larger pool of plausible patches. We hope that our work can inspire future research on effective search strategies, patch ranking, patch quality and multi-edit patch generation.
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